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The experimental treatment may be their only source of hope.
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Would you jump out of a plane if you knew that there is a 1 in 10 chance that your parachute would not open and you would die?

Well, if that plane was heading towards a cliff, then yes, I would.

How certain are we that the plane is going to crash?

Not all trial participants prefer to be in the experimental arm.

Involving patients early in trial design optimises relevant outcomes & reduces some uncertainties
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- Choosing patient-relevant outcomes
- Defining realistic in- and exclusion criteria
- Setting optimum trial duration
- Helping define the ratio of potential benefit and burden of trial participation
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Patient-friendly RCTs: Allow cross-over.
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Patient-friendly RCTs: Reduce placebo groups
- Share placebo data over trials or use natural history data as comparator in single arm trials
- Collect patient data in a registry, before drug trials are in the pipeline.
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People over profit
Beating competitors to launch as 1st in class or 1st in indication should NOT be the key decision-making criteria to choosing a single arm trial design.